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TRAXLER'S DECADE
Ten years of fastidious creative output is a big chunk out of any artist's career, but in the
case of Isle of Wight based painter, Lisa Traxler, it represents a committed plastic and
psychological journey towards artistic accomplishment and interdisciplinary synthesis.
Abandoning jobs in the capital as Fashion Editor and Costume Designer, Traxler moved to
the Isle of Wight for personal reasons. Using a succession of varied studio spaces during
the featured decade, she developed a gestural or collaged abstract style reminiscent of the
celebrated Cornish painter Peter Lanyon (1918 - 1964). These differing working spaces
define phases of a ten-year artistic project in which Traxler has extended painterly and
spontaneous processes to embrace three-dimensional collage and construction, the latter
yielding significant architectural commissions where vitreous enamel paintings on steel are
clad to the exterior of walls. Also, in the aptly named 2012 solo show 'Lives of Spaces', at
Quay Arts, Isle of Wight, Traxler presented four enamel steel sculptures, placed on the West
Gallery's main floors.

The first studio on the island was a tiny ramshackle space on a Bembridge houseboat. Early
works using photographic montage, though not obviously relevant to her emerging painterly
and gestural expressionism, were important pointers to the eventual use of stitched,
juxtaposed, fractured or superimposed imagery. She has described how a sense of agitation
and soul searching - not to mention long grounding walks around the east Wight coast have dominated proceedings. Oblique or residual landscape imagery are reflected in, and
announced by eponymous picture titles like 'Crossing The Water', 'The Bridge Home' or
'Escape 1', the latter an impressive Lanyonesque vortex composition perhaps owing as
much to Naum Gabo and Paul Feiler (both important colleagues of Lanyon) as to the midcentury Cornish maestro himself.
Between 2006-07 she worked in an old warehouse at Wootton Bridge between Cowes and
Ryde. The new sense of space was liberating both psychologically and practically, allowing
much larger works like 'The Land Writes Its Own Story' (part 1 and 2) to emerge. Like
Jackson Pollock or Alan Davie, Traxler painted on the floor, off the easel, and the wildly
applied paint followed the imperative not of reason or pre-cognised design but of raw
emotion, some of it betraying a brittle psychological tension. Despite a thoroughgoing
introspection, a Kandinskyan inner necessity, the sea and sky were evoked through
dominant blues alleviated with rust, orange or ochre. Another axiomatically titled show,
'Crossing The Water' took place at the Quay's Rope Store gallery, Newport in 2007.
During early 2008 Traxler spent a term as Artist in Residence at Portsmouth Grammar
School, thereby reconnecting with the mainland. She also reconnected with her past fashion
career by introducing stitched collage material onto her paintings thereby distilling an Arte
Povera-like tactility courtesy of Alberto Burri and his English follower Sandra Blow to her
work.
A studio Residency at Southsea, 'Art Space' (2009), led her to experiment, Picasso-style,
with that vital interface between the two and three dimensional. The result was auspicious,
suspended stitched paper constructions anticipating enamel steel constructions. The
painting 'Singing of the World' (2009) abutted geometry and hard edged elements against
the informalist free movement of paint.

The vitreous enamel on steel works led to 'House In The Trees' (2010) clad onto the exterior
of her architect-designed home at Binstead. The swirling geometry and linear energy of such
works encouraged subsequent improvised acrylic paper constructions which in turn resulted
in the free-standing works and murals. 'Transition' for the entrance foyer of Stourbridge Art
and Design building was the triumphant outcome of this phase of work.
During 2012-13 Traxler developed a post-cubist wall bound body of work using 'shards',
offcuts and irregular geometric segments of coloured hardboard. These painted
constructions recalled the work of Schwitters, Margaret Mellis and Janet Nathan.
During 2014 Traxler and her partner Lincoln, left 'Tane' their Binstead modernist eco spread
in the woods, to a new home in the south of the island. She now takes on yet another
studio, this time in a war time Nissen Hut where she is engaging in more new departures
and developments.

Peter Davies
Parthenay, France
August 2014

Peter Davies is a well known art critic and author of more than twenty books on modern
British art. He is an obituarist for The Independent and has contributed to numerous art
journals. He is also a painter and printmaker and is currently an executive member of Bath
Society of Artists.

DECADE
This exhibition, with the accompanying book 'Decade', explores my progress as a practising visual artist. My
move from London, where I had lived all my life, to the Isle of Wight in 2004 inspired me to fulfil my, as then
subconscious, ambition of becoming a professional artist.
From a tentative start painting in a tiny studio aboard a houseboat in Bembridge harbour, this study charts the
progress of my work as it unfolds through a variety of studio settings around the Island, working from such
diverse locations as the houseboat, an old warehouse, a leaking garage, a grammar school, a deconsecrated
chapel, an artists' studio complex, to a Grand Design purpose-built studio, then latterly the ground floor of a
dilapidated manor and finally to a World War II Nissen hut.
Not only do the studios pinpoint my notion of 'place' as I work but they help to articulate this exploratory
journey through the decade and around the Island as I develop my analytical approach to my practice.
It would be straightforward and easy to maintain that my work is simply 'landscape', but it is my sense of self
within this landscape or as I like to call it 'place' where the distinction lies. To me traditional landscape is
something out there; my 'placeness' is something inside me, and therefore my work is emotion driven. I can't
help but be inspired by what is directly around me but it is in distilling the essence of that which surrounds me
that creates the difference.
My working practice is complex: not only do the paintings articulate the space around me but within the realms
of 'play' and through residencies other strands of my practice unfold. These three-dimensional and paper
aspects to my working life are integral. Each medium nourishes the other. Without the painting, the sculptural
elements would not have evolved, and without these projects, the paintings would not have moved forward and
progressed as they have done.
With my work now in collections through the UK, Italy, France, Hong Kong, New York, Canada and Australia I
hope to continue my painting and develop my practice. The medium of paint continuously inspires and the
learning is never final. I have tried to capture the defining pieces through each studio move in the timeline.
Opposite: Esacpe I, 2006, acrylic on canvas, 80 x 80 cm. Private Collection, Isle of Wight.

HOUSEBOAT STUDIO 2004 - 2006
Bembridge lies to the north east of this diamond shaped island and is a bustling, thriving village all year round.
The harbour has a number of houseboats moored along its banks and is a unique and beautiful location. In late
2003 I moved from London to a houseboat (decommissioned World War II MTB24). It had views directly out over
the harbour and the light aboard was sublime especially when the sunlight played on the water and reflected on
the ceiling of the boat dancing and sparkling.
My studio aboard the houseboat was a small slot between my bedroom and my daughter's room no more than
a metre and a half wide by the width of the boat. From this tiny cubby-hole sized space I found the freedom and
enrichment to start developing my artwork. Always, at primary school, when asked what career I wished to
follow, my answer would be 'an artist' promptly illustrated with a figure at an easel - the standard image of the
craftsman at work!
Within a year of living on the houseboat the developing artworks were being expressed in an abstract way - a
struggle with the paint but also a way to articulate the emotions of place. Early works are frantic, wild and
emotional - giving a voice to how I was feeling at that point in my life. I had made the decision to move from
London where I had worked for many years as a fashion editor and costume designer. The loss of my job, the
birth of my daughter and the breakup of a relationship had put me in a dark place. I didn't realise it at the time
but the little houseboat was the most amazing, saving sanctuary, and the Island gave me the chance to draw
breath and find the light again with Linc, my new partner. Daily walks with my camera as a sketchbook were a
grounding and meditative exercise which has continued throughout my practice.
Early paintings are tentative in terms of use of the medium, and with no room to manoeuvre aboard the
houseboat studio the brushstrokes are tight and restricted, a far cry from later works that flourished in a large
environment and exploded from the canvas in great arcs and swirls of paint. Perhaps this too is the emotional
response I was feeling as even these early works yearned for a sense of place ('Crossing The Water' (part 1),
'Over The Harbour' 2005).
Opposite top: Elements of Home, 2006, acrylic on canvas, 30 x 60 cm. Artists Collection
Opposite below: Creek, 2006, acrylic on canvas, 51 x 60 cm. Private Collection. IW

Left: Houseboat Studio,
Bembridge Harbour, 2004
Right: Over The Harbour, 2005,
acrylic on canvas,
90 x 60 cm.
Private Collection, IW

By 2006 blocks of sombre colour appear quite forceful as the paint is layered over and over
('Escape 1' & Escape 2'). The heavily layered paint is almost sorrowful as it tries to make
sense of its nature and surroundings. The blocks of colour are pushed round the canvas,
shifting shape as if stretching boundaries or breaking down barriers.
This way of painting, as in all my paintings, is not premeditated: the unintended mark
making and the uncalculated shape and form that evolves, create pieces that are emotion
driven. During the painting process the strange transportation to a concentration zone takes
place. I usually find I paint in complete silence, as even the tone of a radio is irrelevant once I
am absorbed within the concentration of canvas and paint.
These early pieces show a sense of agitation, a turmoil of mark making, a trapped moment,
and the emotional emanation through the medium of paint. Dark cube-like shapes appear in
many of these works representing my rigid and leaden self amongst the landscape - a black
void but nestled within this vista of swirling colour and energy. The move from London to the
Island had caused great upheaval but articulating this painful transition through the vehicle
of paint was a cathartic process.
I had found a voice through paint without the need for words. This connection was
immediate as if I had been waiting since childhood to be allowed, or to allow myself, to
explore this. And as I further acknowledged my early experiences, and my life and career in
London, so my work developed.
The early works were a struggle, every painting reaching into me to draw out the pain and
work it out of my system through the expression of the paint. The very early pieces
('Crossing the Water I', 'Over The Harbour') show such a tender and tentative use of paint, a
rawness that is as sharp as zest. Later works ('Creek', 'Escape I' and 'Escape II') are almost
willing the paint to give an answer, so thick and textured are the layers.
Opposite: Escape 2, 2006, acrylic on canvas, 80 x 80 cm. Private Collection. London

EAST QUAY STUDIO 2006 - 2007

The release of energy within the paintings on the move to the East Quay studio was
explosive. A vast space in comparison to the boat studio, this rented studio space was once
the old Crosse & Blackwell Depot on the banks of Wootton Creek. The large windows faced
directly onto the creek flooding the space with light. The natural environment around me
again created a sense of safety and nurture ('Surround Me').
The paintings that emerged from East Quay still bristle with struggle and inner turmoil but
the capacity to articulate this was unlocked by the space around me. Was I beginning to
affirm my new life? The first of the large canvas paintings (120 x 150 cm) were worked on
laid out over the studio floor to enable me to negotiate around the piece as I painted. This
floor work allowed a fluidity unhindered by orientation or the confines of easel or wall. The
space authorized me to hurl the paint with intent empowering my mark making with a
freedom to explore. ('The Land Writes Its Own Story' I and II', 'Where I'm Calling From')
A vivid colour palette evolved from this time - the base colour of red used to enhance and
sing the subsequent layered colours with glimpses of it emerging in the final piece. From my
perspective the perception drawn from my paintings is one of emotion rather than to read
the shapes as recognisable objects. The whirl of the paint not only intends movement, a
releasing of energy, but expressions of sadness, joy and inner turmoil. I was still battling with
the move to the island and feelings of isolation from everything familiar. The stretch of water
created a huge dialogue in my work at this time: the space between and the journey across.

Opposite: The Land Writes Its Own Story (part 1) 2007
acrylic on canvas, 120 x 150 cm. Private Collection, IW

The shape and form of these works depict verticals of an imagined pathway leading through
the painting (particularly with the 'Crossing the Water' series, also 'Journey') from one shore
to another. These verticals are balanced by the dark 'self cube' and slashes of horizontal
running in the opposite direction. The coloured planes loosen up through this later series of
works with the dominant blues contrasting with ochre and earthy parchment creating more
of a sense of lightness than in previous works. The brush strokes are quick and necessary
creating sweeping movements across the canvas. There was still the battle to express
emotions through this mark making but continuing through an unconscious and unintended
approach.
The titles to these paintings, as to most of my work, are an important in-road to the piece.
The constant returning to 'Crossing The Water' or the battle of 'Climb the Day' invite the
viewer to feel the emotion through the shape and palette: a visual home sickness and a
lament for the familiar ('Elements of Home').
These works were viewed for the first time during a solo exhibition in the Rope Store Gallery,
Quay Arts, Isle of Wight in July 2007. Loose, organic collages on paper were also being
developed at this time and shown in this exhibition: the paper works a light relief from the
heavy paint but still with a vital energy to the mark making and the way that thrown threads
of paint grab their way across the paper ('From The Other Side', 2007).
A small painting with this hurled paint against vivid blue was selected for the 2007
Discerning Eye Exhibition in the Mall Galleries, London. The piece was sold - collector
unknown... ('Reminds Me I' is a small painting from that series).
Artists such as Peter Lanyon and Richard Diebenkorn were being drawn to my attention for
their gestural mark making and use of light and shape. I had studied fashion and textiles for
my degree but not art history, so this was a new and welcome learning experience.
Top from left: Silver Beach, 2007, acrylic on canvas, 60 x 60 cm. Private Collection, IW
Journey, 2007-08, acrylic on canvas, 60 x 60 cm. Private Collection, IW
Below from left: Reminds Me I, 2006-07, acrylic on canvas, 40 x 40 cm. Private Collection, IW.
Climb The Day, 2007, acrylic on canvas, 60 x 60 cm. Private Collection, Lincolnshire

Previous page: Artist in East Quay studio, 2007
Crossing The Water (part 3), 2006, acrylic on canvas,
90 x 90 cm. Private Collection, IW
Oposite: Storm, 2006, acrylic on canvas, 80 x 80 cm.
Private Collection. Lincolnshire

Above left: Where I'm Calling From, 2007, acrylic on
canvas, 101 x 76 cm. Private Collection, London
Above right: Crossing The Water (part 4), 2007, acrylic
on canvas, 101 x 76 cm. Private Collection, IW

GARAGE STUDIO and PORTSMOUTH GRAMMAR SCHOOL RESIDENCY, 2008
The year 2008 brought a move off the houseboat and on to dry land, grounding life on the
island. Houseboat living had seemed transient, with the feeling that you could up and leave
at any moment informed by the movement of living on and close to water. This 'ebb and
flow' situation had suited my first years on the Island and coloured my first paintings.
The move enabled a change of studio, this time working from home again. The old garage,
attached to a 1970's brick bungalow in Quarr, was the next space in which to immerse
myself. The black interior of the garage was lightened with numerous coats of white paint, a
plastic corrugated roof was added to ensure enough light and I was operational once again.
This studio flowed with the seasons - damp and chilly on an overcast day, dazzlingly bright
and without a breath of air when the sun appeared. I learned to work alongside the elements
in a practical way although during the warmer summer months the battle between applying
the acrylic paint onto the canvas before it dried too hard was a challenge, whilst on a
winter's day the drumming of rain on the corrugated roof drowned out any telephone
conversations with galleries and clients so loud was its timbre.
The garage studio provided a modicum of security but just as I was settling into the
preoccupation of my new surroundings I was invited to be Artist in Residence at Portsmouth
Grammar School during the spring term of 2008. Inspired by this opportunity and not one to
refuse a challenge I ventured out to cross the water on daily trips to Portsmouth. These trips
served as a reminder that I wasn't too far from all that I had held dear. The short crossing
opened up this connection and helped settle me even further. However, little did I know at
that point that I was going to have to dig deeper into my emotions and the act of new
learning would be an uncomfortable process.
My residency focussed on the school archives and with a wonderfully articulate archivist
(Catherine Smith), the history of the school, buildings and pupils was brought to life. I was
captured by the stories behind the old photographs and this direction led me to access the
built environment, every brick of the building holding a resonance to its past.

Garage studio, Binstead, IW 2008

Early works from the residency meld my energetic colourful painting with collages of archival
photographs. This didn't seem to be explaining what I needed to say: here I was in the
academic environment of a school, rich in history, but so disparate from my island life. My
natural environment had changed and I was being confronted by the built environment of a
long established school. Once more I was being directed out of my comfort zone. The
frustration to understand and move forward with my work was challenging me again. In
order to progress I had to step back and recapture something inside me.
This retrieval came to me in the form of stitched thread. I had to allow myself to access the
past and acknowledge my former career in London as a fashion editor and costume
designer. The years spent working through a fashion and textile degree were being given a
voice through my artwork. This acknowledgement was all that was needed to open a sluice
gate to my creativity and a torrent of work emerged from stitched and collaged canvases to
a large body of stitched and collaged works on paper. To enable me to concentrate on this
act the colour seemingly drained out of my work, perhaps an echo of the black and white
photographs I was working with but also the breakthrough use of stitched thread (both hand
and machine stitched). The expulsion of colour was a painful process but in order for me to
explore this acceptance of the past I needed a blank page.
The use of pictorial images from the archives was advanced further still and subsequent art
works stitch the reversed image to the canvas, pinning them down blind with the stitch
creating an abstract reference from the original story - the stitch was the prominent link.
(opposite: 'White Square I, II, III', 2008, photo print and stitch on canvas, 80 x 80 cm each).
Further ideas evolved after students from the school had responded to the archival images
with a series of poems. The recital of this heartfelt poetry in Portsmouth Cathedral alongside
my residency work excited a further outpouring and I found myself working the stitched
thread into words and lines of the student poetry in canvas and collaged paper,
(opposite:'Infinite Silence' 2008, stitched thread and acrylic on canvas, 90 x 90 cm). My
residency work toured a number of locations from Portsmouth Cathedral, to the University of
Portsmouth Eldon Gallery, the University of Winchester Link Gallery and Quay Arts, IW.

The works created on the residency were a powerful propeller and the stitched thread and
paper works were to become an important element in my practice.
After my residency in Portsmouth my time was spent in the garage studio furthering the
stitched medium through my work. My daily walks of meditation were always accompanied
by my camera and these images proved vital to unite with the stitched thread. ('Memories
Growing', 2009).
This return to my own studio surroundings also re-established my relationship with painting.
The act of applying the paint, the movement and gesture, the outpouring of expression was
a powerful vehicle for me to articulate certain emotions. The connection with the act of
painting and the medium of the product was too powerful to dismiss. The first works back in
this studio exude this connection bringing with them a sense of maturity and self-belief. A
pivotal piece is the painting PO2 (the postcode for Portsmouth), shown opposite, and a
connection through the residency to home (the Island). This painting was exhibited in the
2009 Cork Street Open, Cork Street, London.
Further works such as 'Monks Beach' directly link into the 'place' of Binstead beach, Quarr
Abbey, the ancient woodland and our new home. These pieces hold a lightness and
luminosity to them. Gone is the denseness of previous works - the paint now elevated,
inspired and enriched with a respect for my surroundings previously absent. (Monks Beach',
'Push Forward').
2008 was the first year I exhibited with the National Acrylic Painters Association (NAPA) in
the Obsidian Gallery, Buckinghamshire winning the Winsor & Newton Award for my
paintings. Throughout this period I had become aware of Sean Scully's rich, vibrant 'Wall of
Light' paintings and Sandra Blow's use of additional media, such as fabric and sand, to add
texture to her canvases.
At this time, we heard we had been accepted for Grand Designs. This would mean a
temporary move into rented accommodation while the ambitious redevelopment of our little
bungalow took place. A series of modest canvas works were my final paintings from the
garage studio. Entitled 'Moving On' these humble pieces hold all the excitement and fear of
the journey ahead with gestural mark making and a light colour palette. They were painted
very rapidly and spontaneously on a Sunday morning before moving.
Opposite: PO2, 2008, acrylic on canvas, 120 x 150 cm. Private Collection, IW

JUBILEE STORES ARTISTS' STUDIO, and ARTSPACE RESIDENCY, 2009
The house build project commenced in Spring 2009 and I required a new studio. I was fortunate to acquire one
in the Jubilee Stores artists' complex, attached to Quay Arts in Newport. Before I could immerse myself in my
new surroundings, other plans were afoot and I became recipient of the ArtSpace Studio Award Residency in
Southsea, Portsmouth. While I was still digesting the information from my Portsmouth Grammar School
residency this new opportunity provided a link from one body of work to another. During the six-month period in
Southsea I immersed myself in place and space - researching and using the history and life of the building as a
starting point. The ideas and issues that emerged touched on memory, familiarity and emotions of past, place
and time.
The studio became a sanctuary in which to work out new concepts and play with ideas.Once again the learning
curve was in place and I was out of the natural environment of the island and into the built environment of
Southsea to decipher and acknowledge.
The studio was situated in an old chapel in Brougham Road and surrounded by high-rise flats providing an
overall effect of a black and white palette with a splash of crimson red coming from the desk in my studio
room. The studio itself was a medium sized room with the top of the arch of the church window to add light, a
grey painted floor and apart from an ancient butler sink in the corner and the old crimson desk just my
thoughts. Many of the roads around the old chapel had been razed to the ground during the WWII bombings and
out of the ashes had risen these towering blocks punctuated with row upon row of small windows later to be
translated in my stitch work with a limited colour palette.
The concept of the built surroundings channelled directly into my evolving work and the first of my three
dimensional pieces emerged. These first 'dreamscapes' stitched together black and white laser copies of the
studio, chapel and high-rise flats creating a large surface area that was then crumbled and suspended, initially
from the walls of the studio, with only masking tape. These twisting and turning dreamscapes were as if they
were litter blown away down the street or a form escaping from the entrapment of the built environment.
('Reality is Different', 'Studio 22 Dreamscape').
Opposite top: 'Dreamscape' 2009, paper and stitched thread. Below: Studio 22, 2009, Art Space Residency, Southsea

The stitched laser copied 'Dreamscapes' were a pivotal concept. A number of 'Dreamscapes' were made in
response to various projects and were exhibited widely. ('Studio 22' Art Space Residency Exhibition, Southsea,
Portsmouth 2009, Ryde Arts Festival, Depozitory, Ryde, IW 2009, 'Hyde 900' Exhibition, Winchester Cathedral,
Winchester 2010, 'Lives of Space', West Gallery, Quay Arts, 2012)
On completion of the ArtSpace residency I returned to Jubilee Stores studio working immediately on a
commission to produce a number of works for a large exhibition over three venues in Winchester. The 'Hyde
900' Exhibition enabled me to elaborate on various strands of ideas that had been incubating from my
residency. A larger 'Dreamscapes' version responding to the ancient Hyde Abbey was exhibited in Winchester
Cathedral. This provided a challenging installation as no tape, nails or hooks were allowed to be used - every
part of the double dreamscape (190 x 175 cm and 230 x 180 cm) had to be suspended by thin sewing thread
from the available stone pillars and wooden partitions of the cathedral. This piece formed part of the 'On The
Side of the Angels (part 1)' group of works alongside stitched and collaged memory vessels and stitched and
collaged canvases ('On The Side of the Angels' parts 2 & 3) exhibited over the locations of Winchester
Cathedral, The Link Gallery and City Space Gallery, Winchester, Spring 2010.
The Jubilee Studio provided me with the social energy of other artists and although it proved difficult to work in
a confined space at certain times the attribute was the companionship while the house build at home was in
full throw. My paintings at this time, running alongside the Hyde project, start to show geometric planes of
colour hovering over the layers of intricate paintwork. The colour palette is lifting to lighter tones with the deep
hued reds emerging almost pink in shade over parts of the canvas. The structure of the build was finding its
way into my painted works. ("Singing of the World'). This 2009 painting was recipient of the NAPA Golden
Award in the Crypt Gallery, St. Ives in 2010. This was the first time that I had exhibited works in the Crypt
Gallery in St. Ives and I was thrilled and honoured to be invited to show in this prestigious gallery that had
presented, amongst many of the great St. Ives painters, one of my favourites, Peter Lanyon. At the same time as
this show, Lanyon's major exhibition was being shown at Tate St. Ives (9th October - 23 January 2011) and I
took a pilgrimage to St. Ives travelling on the night train to see this wonderful show. The energy and beauty of
Lanyon's work was not lost on me.
During this period I also took the time to look into the works of Kurt Schwitters and Robert Raushenberg for
their use of collage, Prunella Clough for her exciting use of materials and Rachel Whiteread for her visions of
simplicity. I became conscious of how my practice was evolving.

Above: On the Side of the Angels I,
2009, paper & stitch dreamscape,
Winchester Cathedral
Below: On the Side of the Angels,
Memory Vessels, 2009, paper, laser
copy, stitch. Link Gallery, Winchester.
Hyde 900 Exhibition, Spring 2010

Previous page, left: Reality is Different, 2009, collage and stitch on canvas, 90 x 90 cm.
Art Space Residency, Southsea
Previous page, right: Singing of the World, 2009, acrylic on canvas, 90 x 90 cm. Private Collection, London
Above: Jubilee Stores Artists' Studios, Newport Harbour, 2009
Opposite: Hope, 2009, acrylic and stitch on canvas, 100 x 80 cm, Private Collection, London

STUDIO IN THE TREES 2010 - 2012
The triptych 'Re-Emerge' sums up the return to Quarr and a new purpose-built studio. A
sense of arrival and energy is present in this piece, working through the emotions of the
build and a return to an unknown space. The deep navy against the glow of warm ochres,
punctuated with the red undercolour - spontaneous, raw, emotional, home. (opposite top:
'Re-Emerge' triptych, 2010, acrylic on canvas, 80 x 210 cm. Below: Quarr Studio, 2010).
The enormity of the house build undertaken was not just physically demanding but created
an entire emotional response all to itself. The roller coaster of emotions is not to be
underestimated. Once started, a project of this magnitude had to be continued, until the
bitter end... a grand scale project evoked some grand scale emotions.
A lightness followed in my work: a constant moving across and through the canvas.
Paintings such as "Shape Shifting', 'Irretrievable Moments', the three small 'Fine Morning'
'Static Land' and 'Within Reach' - these last three were recipient of the NAPA Colart Award,
the Crypt Gallery, St. Ives.
The end of the build project is also signalled in a large multi-panelled frieze partially
wrapping around the lower ground floor of the house. This was the first foray into painting in
vitreous enamel and steel. The medium was chosen for its robustness, colour security and
longevity for the exterior of the building and for enabling me to paint on its steel surface. The
sheer delight at being able to scale up was emancipating and the enamel inks enabled not
only gestural but also block application. This piece of work had to be executed towards the
end of the house build, as it had to be a response to the overall project. All the months of
exhaustion, excitement, frustration, patience, awe and joy culminated in this huge multi
panelled artwork. The slices of colour slash through the layers of bright underflow, mark
making is scratched and stencilled onto the bold blocks of sheer willpower. I thought this
was my overall and final response to the build. Little did I anticipate what would happen
when this way of painting exploded into the large-scale vitreous enamel and steel sculptures
later on.

Artist painting enamel and steel mural in A.J. Wells
factory, Newport, IW, 2010

Transition, enamel and steel mural, 2011. Stourbridge
Art and Design College Commission

Opposite page: House In The Trees, enamel and steel
cladding, 2010, Quarr, IW

Above: Transition diptych, 2011, enamel and steel,
25 x 25 cm each panel. Private Collection, France.

Above: 'Lives of Spaces' Exhibition, sculptures A, F, C, D, 2012, vitreous enamel on steel,.
West Gallery, Newport IW.
Opposite: Paper Dreamscapes, 2012, laser copies and stitch on paper, 'Lives of Spaces' exhibition
Sculpture F, 2011, vitreous enamel and steel, h: 337 cm x l: 217 cm x w: 90 cm
Sculpture F, 2010, paper maquette, h: 27 cm x l: 22 cm x w: 15 cm, Binstead studio, IW
Constructing sculpture F, 2011, A.J. Wells factory, IW

My painting is always my fundamental link - this desire and ache to create through the
medium of paint is integral to my spirit. The investigation through other materials enables me
to gain insight into space and shape within my painting. This analytical, inquiring approach
to my work helps to create more than simply 'pleasing pictures'.
The studio space was providing a fertile ground for discovery. One such strand of discovery
was the evolution of the paper maquettes directly responding to the house build but also a
form of exploded painting - travelling through the painting in the three-dimensional. It is
through dissecting and problem solving with the card and acrylic maquettes that the enamel
and steel exploded painted sculptures have their origins. ('Sculpture Maquettes' paper and
paint).
The importance of allowing these pieces 'out' has touched consecutive works, and
continues to do so. The sequential paintings that evolved delight in the essence of layering
and playing against the construction of geometric shapes and many have the added depth
of stitched thread woven into them. At this time I was being drawn to Frank Stella's use of
multimedia for his sculptures, the technical perspex works of Naum Gabo and the metal line
sculptures of Anthony Caro. Exciting projects were in hand.
A Public Art Commission for the entrance foyer of the new Art & Design College in
Stourbridge, West Midlands enabled a further vitreous enamel and steel mural. The multipanelled mural takes its shape and form from the history of the site and its colour palette
from the interior of the new building. The study for this piece, a small vitreous enamel and
steel diptych, shown in the exhibition is in the collection of Peter Davies, art critic and artist.
('Transition Study' diptych. Previous page).
Further enamel and steel pieces were commissioned, a large-scale triptych for the entrance
foyer to Vestas Technology Centre, IW (2011) and a private garden commission in Balham,
London. This London commission prompted me to engage and enquire with the notion of
'Returning' - mapping place, the past to the present. This evolved into the triptych
'Returning', acrylic on canvas, 2012, and plays with mapping of colour planes and a
connection to London roots. This is a very different response from the early works of
'Crossing the Water' that seem almost a lament compared to this nostalgia of home. These
pieces are taking me back to my childhood via an old map found, revisiting home, school, a
local park. ('Returning' triptych, opposite page).

Returning (triptych) 2012,
acrylic on canvas, 95 x 75
each canvas

Throughout 2011 I continued to work with the paper and acrylic painted maquettes.
Then sponsorship enabled me to fulfil this project to completion and a further learning curve
awaited me in the form of large-scale vitreous enamel and steel sculptures. These pieces
were cut in the A.J.Wells factory, Newport, IW and once I had hand painted them they were
fired and locked together to form the exploded paintings. These pivotal pieces formed the
exhibition 'Lives of Spaces' in the West Gallery, Quay Arts, in early 2012 alongside a large
set of new dreamscapes.
A book 'Lives of Spaces' was also produced with essays by artist Jonathan Parsons and art
critic and artist Peter Davies within its pages.
My painting continued - always a grounding part of my practice and a focus for my
emotions. They were now loose, broad and fluid capturing spontaneity whilst still working
through the canvas: the key elements of technique, inspiration, colour and materials.
('Transition' (part1), 'Homecoming', 'Late Summer Collection'). The theme of place is still
evident but there is also an undercurrent of the need for privacy after all the media attention
of the house build (Grand Designs, Channel 4, 2010). The edges of the paintings become
margined, the geometric shapes perhaps stronger.
Paintings with the title such as 'Many Cargoes' and 'Sea Room' show this heavy
undercurrent emerging. The new studio feels like a sanctuary from the circus, as I struggle
with depression using my painting and daily walks to combat the rollercoaster of highs and
lows, to try to lighten the blackness.

opposite: Many Cargoes 2, 2011, acrylic on canvas, 120 x 150 cm.
Private Collection, Hong Kong

STUDIO IN THE TREES 2013 - 2014

2013 started with a shift again to the three-dimensional and the working of a number of
maquettes in paper, glass and collage, enabling me to find an exploratory avenue within my
three-dimensional play. These assemblages are the way in to my paintings and a helpful
concept for me to articulate the paint on canvas. From these and the gift of a scroll saw (my
Christmas present that year from my husband) a new medium was brought into the arena.
Working with sheets of hardboard and following small versions of my large steel sculptures, I
produced sets of these mini sculptures, drawn out over the hardboard as if pieces of a dress
pattern. As I cut these pieces the importance became the discarded hardboard and these
unintentional shapes became the 'Echo' series, a set of 2D/3D wall mounted works.
('Transition Assemblages', 'Echo' series).
From this point the works produced during 2013 explore translating the painting into the
three dimensional: the form and content of space constructions alongside wall surface
landscapes, the 'Echo Series'. Works on paper mapping childhood places were also
becoming more prominent. ('Seasonal Cycles', the 'Mapping Collages' of 'ReturningFairholme', 'Returning-Nonsuch', 'Returning-St.Cecilia').
The size and nature of the studio space allowed all this to happen within it: the spontaneous
paintings, the maquettes and the stitched collages.

opposite: Echo Series, 2013, acrylic paint on hardboard, approx 61 x 35 cm, and various dimensions
Assemblage Series, 2013, card, acrylic paint, graphite, glass, approx 25 x 32 x 18 cm

By 2014 my sense of place was about to change again. The house was sold and I worked
on the last paintings created in my beautiful studio. They are an outpouring of release, a
letting-go of the space. 'The Glass Room' captures the essence of those last days: a
transparent space where all can see in, a narrative across this canvas of 120 x 150 cm
drawing the viewer to feel the experience of leaving, having been on show, pulling together
all the strands of this place (opposite: The Glass Room, 2014, acrylic on canvas, 120 x 150
cm).
Other works, 'Just Before We Left' are flowing, moving, busy with information - all the
emotions surface, all the days flow into each other and close behind like a door.
The two large 'Beneath Clouded Skies' are heavy, heavy with texture including stitched
thread worked into the folds of the paint. There is a yearning, a sense of unrest as I pack up
once again to adventures new. I moved out of this studio, April 2014, to a temporary holding
place in the beautiful environment of St Lawrence, and produced my first piece there
'Paradise Walk' in Summer 2014.
Next stop: a derelict WWII Nissen Hut!

Lisa Traxler
Isle of Wight
August 2014

opposite: Beneath Clouded Skies
(part 2), 2014, acrylic and stitch
on canvas, 100 x 100 cm
left: Just Before We Left (1, 2, 3),
2014, acrylic on canvas, 46 x 86
cm
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opposite: Beneath Clouded Skies (part 1), 2014, acrylic and stitch on canvas, 100 x 100 cm
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